We extend previously developed two-level coarsening procedures for graph Laplacian problems written in a mixed saddle point form to the fully recursive multilevel case. The resulting hierarchy of discretizations gives rise to a hierarchy of upscaled models, in the sense that they provide approximation in the natural norms (in the mixed setting). This property enables us to utilize them in three applications: (i) as an accurate reduced model, (ii) as a tool in multilevel Monte Carlo simulations (in application to finite volume discretizations), and (iii) for providing a sequence of nonlinear operators in FAS (full approximation scheme) for solving nonlinear pressure equations discretized by the conservative two-point flux approximation. We illustrate the potential of the proposed multilevel technique in all three applications on a number of popular benchmark problems used in reservoir simulation.
1. Introduction. The massive amount of data available today makes it typically impractical to take into account all of the data for decision making, so that it is becoming increasingly important to extract useful information from raw data effectively and efficiently. For example, in reservoir simulations, geological models are often very detailed so that direct simulations on these fine scale models are prohibitively expensive. Traditionally, rock properties (e.g. porosity, permeability) in fine scale geological models are upscaled or homogenized to a coarser resolution that is suitable for simulations [36, 35, 18, 9] . Other than upscaling and homogenization, several sophisticated methods for constructing coarse models were proposed in the past two decades, including (generalized) multiscale finite element methods [19, 15, 14, 4] , multiscale finite volume methods [21, 22, 33] , heterogeneous multiscale methods [13, 3] , and (algebraic) multigrid [28, 24, 34, 23, 7] . Among these methodologies, generalized multiscale finite element methods [14] and spectral AMGe [8, 23, 7] share the idea of constructing coarse spaces via local spectral problems, which allows the user to adjust approximation quality of the coarse space by altering the number of local basis functions (without changing the coarse grid). For exceedingly large problems, multilevel coarsening is desirable to provide the user a range of accuracy levels. In addition, for multilevel Monte Carlo simulations and multilevel solvers for nonlinear problems, nested hierarchies of various resolutions are indispensable. To produce nested hierarchical models, multigrid methods are the obvious choice due to their intrinsic multilevel nature.
In [7] , a finite volume discretization using two-point flux approximation (TPFA) for Darcy's flow problems is interpreted as a graph Laplacian, and coarse reservoir models are constructed by algebraically coarsening the Laplacian. The input required by this algebraic method is essentially the linear system only, which makes the method very easy to apply. Moreover, it enables flexible local enrichment of the coarse approximation space, and hence produces coarse models with a range of accuracies. In this paper, our goal is to extend the two-level method developed in [7] to a multilevel method, and demonstrate the applications of the method in numerical upscaling, multilevel Monte Carlo simulations (of finite volume problems), and nonlinear multigrid solvers (full approximation scheme). It is shown in [7] that the coarse spaces have approximation properties in the natural norms (in mixed setting), which is the key for the targeted applications to work effectively.
The coarse system produced by the two-level spectral coarsening method in [7] is not a graph Laplacian, so it seems that the two-level coarsening method cannot be applied directly to coarsen the coarse system further. But if we associate degrees of freedom to vertices/edges of the graph, and think of the coarsening with respect to degrees of freedom rather than with respect to the graph topology, then the coarsening method can actually be applied recursively in a natural way. The main idea is to aggregate degrees of freedom based on their associated vertices/edges of the graph so that the local problems are well-defined. In the finest level, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertex/edge degrees of freedom and vertices/edges of the original graph; in coarse levels, the relation between coarse degrees of freedom and vertices/edges of the coarse graph is available from the coarsening procedure. Hence, the required input of the overall multilevel coarsening procedure is still the original fine scale system only.
Since our spectral coarsening method involves solving local eigen and extension problems, the setup of the hierarchy is quite expensive (compared with the classic algebraic multigrid [31] ). Therefore, in multilevel Monte Carlo simulations and FAS, it is crucial that the coarse spaces can be reused even when the problem parameters (e.g. permeability coefficient, source term) are changed. This is achieved by first storing the local coarse matrices, and when the coefficient is updated, the local matrices are scaled and then assembled into the final global system. Another issue is that the coarse systems generated by our coarsening method are of saddle point form, even though the original problem (graph Laplacian) is symmetric positive-definite. Consequently, in order to have faster simulation on coarse levels, we need an efficient solver for the coarse saddle point problems. To this end, we again make use of the availability of local matrices (during the coarsening steps) and transform the saddle point problems into symmetric positive-definite problems via hybridization, which is a classic technique for solving discrete problems arising from mixed finite element discretization of partial differential equations [5] . Recently in [26] , and [12] , an algebraic multigrid with some proper diagonal rescaling is demonstrated be a competitive solver for the hybridized system. Because the solver is constructed algebraically, it can be applied to solve saddle point problems that are not coming from finite element discretizations, which is the case in the current paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the problem of interest and notation. Then the multilevel spectral coarsening algorithm will be presented in detail in Section 3. Lastly, we illustrate some applications of the coarsening algorithm in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Some setup and notation. Throughout the paper, we use the convention that level = 0 corresponds to the finest resolution while = L corresponds to the coarsest resolution. The number of elements in a set S will be denoted by #S. For any matrix A, its null space and range space are denoted by Null (A) and Range (A) respectively.
We have a connected and undirected (fine) graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where V 0 and E 0 are the set of vertices and edges respectively. Let L 0 be a weighted graph Laplacian associated with G 0 . It is well-known that L 0 can be decomposed as L 0 = D 0 (M 0 ) −1 (D 0 ) T , where M 0 is a diagonal matrix containing the inverse of edge weights and (D 0 ) T resembles some discrete gradient. More precisely, each row of (D 0 ) T , which corresponds to some edge connecting vertex v 0 i to v 0 j , has exactly two nonzeros, 1 at the corresponding column of v 0 i and -1 at the other. By considering this decomposition, the graph Laplacian problem
where u 0 is in the vertex space U 0 := R #V 0 and σ 0 is in the edge space Σ 0 := R #E 0 . The coarsening scheme in this paper is based on the mixed setting.
Our main objective is to construct two sequences of matrices {M } L =0 and {D } L =0 for defining coarse mixed graph Laplacians. This is accomplished by constructing interpolation matrices {P σ } L−1 =0 and {P u } L−1
=0
and applying the recursive definition:
For multilevel Monte Carlo simulations and nonlinear multigrid solvers, we will also need projection operators that take quantities from a given level to a coarser level. To this end, we will construct {Q σ } L−1
and {Q u } L−1 =0 such that Q u is a left inverse of P u and Q σ is a left inverse of P σ .
3. Multilevel spectral coarsening of graph Laplacians. In [7] , a two-level spectral coarsening algorithm for the graph Laplacian D 0 (M 0 ) −1 (D 0 ) T is introduced. The algorithm constructs interpolation matrices P 0 u and P 0 σ for vertex and edge spaces respectively. Then the coarse level operators M 1 and D 1 are defined through the "RAP" procedure (2.1) when = 0. Note that the coarse operator D 1 (M 1 ) −1 (D 1 ) T is not a graph Laplacian in the usual sense (for example, its row sums are not necessarily zero). Therefore, the coarsening procedure in [7] cannot be applied directly to D 1 (M 1 ) −1 (D 1 ) T . To extend the two-level algorithm to a recursive multilevel one, the key idea is to make a distinction between graph entities (vertices and edges) and their associated vector spaces. When defining local problems, we consider aggregation of degrees of freedom (dofs) instead of entities. Before we dive into the algorithm in detail, we shall give a high-level view of the coarsening procedure:
1. Coarsen graph entities: aggregate vertices and edges. 2. Aggregate vertex dofs and edge dofs based on aggregation of vertices and edges.
3. Solve spectral problems on aggregates of fine dofs to define coarse vertex dofs (for good approximation). 4. Define coarse edge dofs associated with edges connecting aggregates (for coupling of coarse dofs). 5. Define coarse edge dofs associated with aggregates of vertices (for stability of the coarse problem).
Remark 3.1. We stress here that, when L = 1, the multilevel algorithm in the current paper will result in exactly the two-level method proposed in [7] . 3.1. Graph hierarchy. Starting with the original graph G 0 , we will generate a hierarchy of graphs {G } L =0 with L + 1 levels of resolution. Given a graph G = (V , E ) on level , we construct a coarser graph G +1 as follows. First, we partition the set of vertices V into non-overlapping aggregates of vertices {A j } such that the subgraph within each aggregate is connected. We identify the set of aggregates on level as the set of vertices on level + 1, that is,
Aggregates inherit their connections from the finer level. In particular we say that A i is connected to A j if there is some edge e = (v i , v j ) of the finer graph G such that v i ∈ A i and v j ∈ A j , and if such a connection exists we define a face as the collection of all such edges
Note that the faces on level can naturally be identified as the set of edges on level + 1
This completes the construction of a coarser graph G +1 = (V +1 , E +1 ) from G . This process can easily be applied recursively, resulting in a hierarchy of graphs, as illustrated in Figure 3 .1.
Graph spaces.
While the construction in Section 3.1 preserves a graph structure on each level, the spectral coarsening method in [7] does not preserve a graph Laplacian structure. The main problem is that the spectral method allows more than one dof per entity in the coarse vertex and edge spaces.
Consequently, the matrix graph of the coarse Laplacian may have some pair of vertices that are connected through 3 or more edges. In other words, we cannot extract a normal undirected graph using the coarse Laplacian operator alone. To remedy this situation, we need to independently keep track of the aggregation of graph entities (as in Section 3.1), and their associated dofs. To this end we introduce local graph spaces, whose definitions are motivated by the coarse spaces of the two-level algorithm:
• U (v i ): span of level-vertex-based dofs associated with vertex v i .
• Σ (e i ): span of level-edge-based dofs associated with edge e i .
• Σ (v i ): span of level-edge-based dofs associated with vertex v i . In our local spectral coarsening algorithm, we will need to extract submatrices corresponding to dofs associated with certain aggregates of vertices/edges, so it will be useful to define local graph spaces on some arbitrary aggregate of vertices B and face F (aggregate of edges):
The global spaces are simply when B is V , the set of all vertices in level :
On the finest level ( = 0), each of U 0 (v 0 i ) and Σ 0 (e 0 i ) is just taken to be the space of real numbers R, and Σ 0 (v 0 i ) is empty. Hence, the global spaces match with our earlier definition and Σ (F); other submatrices are defined similarly. An analogous notion for subvectors associated with aggregates and faces will also be used. Remark 3.2. The concept of graph spaces is an analogue to finite element spaces in the context of discretizations of partial differential equations, in which each dof is associated with some geometrical entity (e.g. element, face) of a mesh. The present graph-based construction can be seen as a version of the de Rham sequence corresponding only to H(div) and L 2 degrees of freedom on an agglomerated mesh. See [24] for detailed descriptions of such mesh-based constructions.
3.3. Vertex degrees of freedom. Following [7] , when generating coarse vertex degrees of freedom, we consider the local matrices associated with the neighborhood of each aggregate N (A i ). That is, in this case B in (3.1) is taken to be B = N (A i ), where N (A i ) is defined to be the set of all vertices connected by an edge to a vertex in A i . Define
and solve the eigenvalue problem
We select a few eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues, restrict them to A i , use SVD to remove possible linear dependence, and choose the remaining linearly independent vectorsq as columns of the matrix P u,A i . By restricting local basis functions to aggregates A i , the support of basis functions associated with different aggregates will have no overlap. The final interpolation matrix P u for the vertex space is obtained by diagonally concatenating P u,A i for all aggregates A i ∈ V +1 :
The local coarse vertex space of each aggregate A i (vertex in level + 1) is the column space of P u,A i :
Since P u is block diagonal and the columns of each block are orthonormal, we simply define the projection operator for the coarse vertex space as π u := P u Q u , where
Clearly, Q u is defined locally in each aggregate and
. Then, its projection in coarse levels are defined recursively as
From Lemma A.5 and Lemma A.4 in the appendix, we know our construction guarantees that
is the unit vector parallel to 1 A i :
Note that we use the superscript "P V " because q P V A are the coarse basis in an earlier work of Pasciak and Vassilevski [30] . Together with "PV" traces that will be defined in the next section, they are the building blocks of a pair of minimal coarse spaces such that the coarse problem is inf-sup stable, cf. condition (3.7). 3.4. Edge degrees of freedom. There are two types of coarse edge degrees of freedom, one is called trace extensions while the other one is called bubbles. Each trace extension is associated with a face, and is supported in the aggregates sharing the face. They are the only components of the coarse space that connect neighboring aggregates and hence couple the global problem. On the other hand, each bubble is associated with an aggregate. The support of a bubble is in one and only one aggregate, hence the name bubble. The idea here is to define some representative vectors (which are what we call traces) that live on faces, and then extend them harmonically into the neighboring aggregates. It suffices to focus on one face because trace extensions are associated with faces. Recall that by definition, each face is associated with two aggregates: F = (A i , A j ). For each associated aggregate and each eigenvector q selected when solving (3.2), we define the trace
.
Also, for inf-sup stability, we need a trace σ P V F (which we call it the PV trace, cf. Remark 3.3) that satisfies
Another choice of PV trace takes edge weights into account and requires solving a local problem in A i ∪ A j . The detailed construction of the second choice will be given in Appendix B. We observe empirically that the second option typically produces higher quality coarse spaces when the edge weights have high contrast (which is usually the case for graphs coming from reservoir simulations), so the numerical results in this paper are generated using the second option. After collecting all the traces from both sides of the face as well as the PV trace, we perform SVD to remove possible linear dependence due to restriction and union. Let the set of traces associated with F after SVD be T r(F ). Then for each trace σ F ∈ T r(F ), we solve
Each trace extension is then formed by glueing together σ F , σ A i , and σ A j . These extended traces are what ultimately end up as columns of P σ . Remark 3.4. Note that adding c A q P V A to the right hand side of (3.8) guarantees the solvability of (3.8) because the nullspace of (D A ) T is spanned by q P V A (see Lemma A.5). . Let P ,B σ,A be the matrix whose columns are all bubbles in A . Thus, by construction
(3.10)
We need these bubbles in the coarse edge space to make sure the coarse saddle point problem is inf-sup stable.
3.4.3. Structure of P σ . To summarize Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we give a high level view on the structure of the edge space interpolation matrix P σ here. Also, for the purpose of a clearer matchup when defining the projection operator later, different components are highlighted with different colors.
First, on each face F , let P ,T σ,F be the matrix whose columns are all traces in T r(F ):
where columns of P ,N P V σ,F are "non-PV" traces on F . Then the extension part of all traces are collected in P ,E σ . More precisely, for each column of P ,T σ,F , which is a trace σ F , the corresponding column in P ,E σ is the extensions of σ F into the neighboring aggregates sharing F (cf. (3.8) ). The final interpolation matrix P σ has the following structure:
3.5. Coarse projections and their properties. We have defined the interpolation matrices P u and P σ , and the coarse vertex and edge spaces in previous sections. To use the hierarchy in multilevel Monte Carlo simulations and nonlinear multigrid solvers, we will also need projection operators that take quantities from a given level to a coarser level. We have already discussed the projection operator Q u = (P u ) T for the vertex space in Section 3.3. Due to our aggregation-based coarsening, it turns out that projection operators for edge spaces can also be defined locally in each aggregate and face. Proposition 3.1. There exists a locally constructed projection π σ := P σ Q σ to the coarse edge space , where Q σ : Σ → Σ +1 satisfies
Proposition 3.2. On each level , we have
In other words, the following commutative diagram holds:
Proof. The proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma A.3 and A.5.
We defer the detailed construction of Q σ , as well as the proof of Proposition 3.1 to Appendix A. With Proposition 3.2, the well-posedness of the coarse saddle point problems can be shown as in Section 7 of [7] .
4. Applications of the multilevel hierarchy. In this section, we demonstrate some applications of our multilevel spectral coarsening algorithm, including multilevel upscaling, multilevel Monte Carlo simulations, and nonlinear multigrid solvers. The numerical results here are obtained using the open source software smoothG [6] , which contains a C++ implementation with MPI parallelization of the multilevel spectral coarsening algorithm. It is available on the github repository: github.com/LLNL/smoothG. The graph visualizations in Section 4.1 are generated by NetworkX [16] , while the visualizations for PDE related applications in Section 4.2 and 4.3 are generated using MFEM [2] and GLVis [1] . 4.1. Multilevel upscaling versus two-level. We consider an internet graph from http://opte.org. The graph has 35638 vertices and 42827 edges, and its Fielder vector is depicted in Figure 4 .1. In this example, the right hand side f is set to be the Fiedler vector (scaled by the smallest positive eigenvalue of the associated graph Laplacian). We apply our multilevel upscaling algorithm to obtain 4-level hierarchies of approximation spaces by varying the number of local eigenvectors (m A ) selected as basis functions. The coarsening factor is 16 for all hierarchies. The upscaling errors are summarized in Table 4 .1 and Figure 4 .2. In particular, Figure 4 .2 clearly shows that the upscaling errors decay rapidly in all levels when more local eigenvectors are added to the coarse spaces.
In Figure 4 .3, the approximated Fiedler vector is shown on each coarse level. When m A = 1, we see that the coarse approximations start to deviate from the fine level solution (Figure 4.1) ; while the coarse solutions corresponding to m A = 4 approximate the fine level solution very well across all levels.
Multilevel
Monte Carlo for finite volume schemes. In [29] , a multilevel Monte Carlo method for forward uncertainty quantification was shown to have efficiency gains over standard Monte Carlo in a mixed finite element setting. Here we present similar results for a finite volume method, which can be understood as a graph problem by considering each finite volume as a graph vertex and each face between volumes as a graph edge, see [7] for details. with appropriate boundary conditions and forcing function f to be described in the test cases below.
Here ω is an uncertain parameter describing uncertainty about the coefficient κ. The solution p also depends implicitly on ω, and that uncertainty is what we seek to quantify here; in particular, we want to propagate the uncertainty in κ via the forward problem (4.1) and compute statistics (e.g. expected value) of a functional of the solution p. We assume κ(ω) is a lognormal random field, in particular κ = exp(θ) where θ is a stationary isotropic Gaussian field with exponential covariance given by
where σ 2 is the marginal variance and γ is the correlation length.
To be very brief, the basic idea of multilevel Monte Carlo is to estimate the expected value E[Q 0 ] of Q 0 , a quantity of interest defined on the finest level, by computing standard Monte Carlo estimators (using a sample and average technique) of the telescoping sum
(4.
2)
The correction terms Y = Q −Q +1 have smaller variance than the original quantities of interest, and so a Monte Carlo estimator for Y converges relatively quickly. At the same time, though the coarsest estimator for E[Q L ] may need a large number of samples, those samples are cheap because they are performed at a coarse level. See, for example, [11] for more details on the efficiency and accuracy of multilevel Monte Carlo.
Because the emphasis here is on the finite volume discretization, the setting for the experiments is somewhat simpler than in [29] . In particular, although we use the stochastic PDE sampler from [27, 29] to generate realizations of the lognormal random field, we do not embed the domain of interest in a larger domain, and so our sampler is subject to some modest boundary effects. There is no real theoretical or computational barrier to using such mesh embedding, however. 4.2.1. Unit square results. For demonstration, we employ multilevel Monte Carlo to estimate the expectation of a quantity of interest on the unit square Ω = [0, 1] 2 with boundary conditions ∇p · n = 0 on x = 0, 1, p = −1 on y = 1, and p = 0 on y = 0. The quantity of interest is the average flux on the top boundary, that is
κ∇p(x, 1) · n dx.
Some results are shown in Figures 4.4, 4 .5, where we see that the correction terms have smaller variance than the fine-level estimator, as expected, and that the MLMC algorithm scales well with respect to problem size. Computational cost in comparison to a standard single-level Monte Carlo algorithm is shown in Table  4 .2, where significant speedup is demonstrated.
Unit cube results.
For another demonstration, we apply the multilevel Monte Carlo procedure on the unit cube Ω = [0, 1] 3 with boundary conditions ∇p · n = 0 on x, y = 0, 1, p = −1 on z = 1, and p = 0 on z = 0. Like the unit square problem, the quantity of interest is the average flux across the top boundary (z = 1).
Our results are shown in Table 4 .3, where significant speedup is demonstrated in reaching a target mean square error using an adaptive algorithm where the number of samples computed on each level is chosen to minimize the variance for a fixed computational cost (see, e.g., [11] for details). In particular, the variance results in 4.7 show that the most expensive levels have the smallest variance, which is the key to the speedup in multilevel Monte Carlo as fewer samples are necessary on the most expensive levels.
4.2.3.
Results inspired by the SPE10 dataset. The SPE10 dataset [10] is very often used as a challenging example of a complicated discontinuous coefficient. As given, this dataset is deterministic, and so we adapt one of its prominent features for our sampling and uncertainty quantification tests, namely A typical (log) permeability field realization for the SPE10 example. The anisotropic covariance leads to a layering structure for the coefficient, where the correlation length is longer in the horizontal directions than in the vertical direction. Fig. 4.9 . The mean (left) and variance (middle) of the quantity of interest (or difference in quantity of interest) at several levels of the hierarchy for the SPE10 example. The scaling (right) of the algorithm with respect to problem size is seen to be close to ideal. its layered structure. We produce samples with a similar structure on the SPE10 domain by imposing an anisotropic covariance structure, where the correlation length in horizontal directions is much longer than the correlation length in the vertical direction [32] .
The results for this example are performed on a parallel computer with eight processors. We set κ = 0.1 in the vertical direction and κ = 0.001 in the horizontal direction. The boundary conditions are similar to those for the unit cube case, with p = 0 imposed on one side of the domain and p = −1 on the opposite side, while the flux across this latter boundary is the quantity of interest. We demonstrate the multilevel Monte Carlo method with some results shown in Figures 4.8, 4 .9 which show that the multilevel Monte Carlo procedure is effective in reducing variance also for this problem with an anisotropic covariance.
In Table 4 .4, we show the computational efficiency gains of the multilevel Monte Carlo algorithm for this problem. In this problem setting, the computational time is completely dominated by the number of samples taken on the finest level. As a result, MLMC results in very large performance gains, offering speedups of greater than 50 compared to single-level Monte Carlo. The MLMC algorithm is able to reach an empirical mean-square error level of 0.01 in less time than the single-level algorithm takes to get to an (absolute) error of 1.0 in the quantity of interest.
Nonlinear multigrid (full approximation scheme). Consider the following nonlinear elliptic problem:
−∇ · κ(p)∇p = f in Ω, p = 0 on ∂Ω.
3)
The permeability function κ(p) takes the form:
where κ 0 is some reference permeability field when p = 0. As an example, we take the domain Ω to be the Egg model from [20] , with α = 5, f = 1, and κ 0 is realization 27 of the Egg model. The problem is discretized by the finite volume method with two-point flux approximation (TPFA). The discrete problem has the form:
Since our coarsening scheme is in the mixed setting, we reformulate (4.4) as:
where x := (v, p).
To solve (4.5), we use full approximation scheme (FAS) [17] , which applies the idea of multigrid directly to the nonlinear problem. In order for FAS to have rapid convergence, it is important to have coarse spaces with good approximation properties. To this end, we utilize our multilevel coarsening algorithm presented in Section 3 to construct the multigrid hierarchy. In the setup phase, the hierarchy is constructed by considering the reference permeability κ(0) = κ 0 . In the solve phase, one cycle of FAS is summarized in Algorithm 1. We compare numerically the performance of FAS to Picard iteration for solving (4.4) . For both methods, nonlinear iteration stops when (relative/absolute) 2 norm of the residual is less than 1e-8/1e-10.
Multigrid and coarsening setting:
Coarsening factor: 28
Number of vertex basis per aggregate: m A Nonlinear relaxation: 20 linearized iterations Number of edge basis per face: 1
From Table 4 .5 and Figure 4 .12, it is evident that using more local spectral basis functions in the hierarchy does reduce the number of nonlinear iteration (and solving time) of FAS, which clearly shows the benefit of using higher order coarse approximation. Both Picard iteration and FAS exhibit optimal scaling Algorithm 1 Full approximation scheme (V-cycle)
if == coarsest level then 3: Solve A (x ) = b for x 4:
9:
x ← x + P (y +1 − x +1 ) 10:
x ← NonlinearRelaxation(x , b ) (O(n)), while FAS is about 2 times faster than Picard iteration if more local spectral basis functions are used (m A ≥ 9). Notice that we solve the coarse problems by hybridization [5, 26, 12] , which reduces the original saddle point problem to a symmetric positive definite problem on edges, so the sparsity patterns of the global systems in coarse levels are determined by the edge-based dofs. In our coarsening setting, we fix the number of edge-based dofs to be 1 per face, so when we increase m A , the numbers of non-zeros of the global systems and therefore operator complexity (OC) are not affected. Consequently, in the solving stage, the extra cost of using a hierarchy with higher order spectral coarsening is only in the transformation of right hand sides and solutions between the original saddle point problem and the hybridized system, which is local and highly scalable. A more comprehensive study on building nonlinear multigrid solvers using local spectral coarsening is carried out in [25] .
5.
Conclusions. This paper has extended the two-level graph coarsening algorithm of [7] to a recursive multilevel framework, using the key step of coarsening degrees of freedom rather than graph edges and vertices. We demonstrated that the coarsening procedure yields coarse representatives of a problem that are much cheaper to solve than the fine problem, but still retains some useful approximation properties that can be used to speed up nonlinear solves and forward uncertainty quantification problems in a finite volume context. Possible future work could include developing faster solvers for the resulting saddle point problems or ways to speed up the (fairly expensive) setup phase by approximating local eigenvalue problems.
A. A locally constructed projection for the edge space. We will construct Q σ : Σ → Σ +1 that is comprised of local operators on each face F and each aggregate A . Some of the notations here have been defined in Section 3.4.
We first restrict ourselves to a face F = (A i , A j ) on level . Define a projection onto the PV trace:
Note that condition (3.7) guarantees that Q ,P V σ,F is well-defined. Lemma A.1. If (D B ) T 1 B = 0 for any aggregate B of vertices on level , then
Thus, we have Remark A.1. We will show later in Lemma A.5 that the hypothesis in Lemma A.1 is actually valid on all levels. Therefore, although we formally use one of the aggregates A i to define Q ,P V σ,F in (A.1), Lemma A.1 tells us that the definition of Q ,P V σ,F is in fact independent of the choice of A i or A j .
Next, we will construct a projection for "non-PV" traces. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that,
Indeed, (A.3) can always be achieved by replacing 
Combining π ,P V σ,F and π ,N P V σ,F
, we obtain a projection for all trace extensions associated with F :
where P ,T σ,F is defined in (3.11) and Q ,T σ,F := ,
Next, for each aggregate A , define a projection π 
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.1. 
Hence, it suffices to show that Q σ P σ 21 , the (2,1)-block of the product Q σ P σ , is a zero matrix:
We will focus on the column of Q σ P σ 21 that is associated with some trace σ F , where F = (A i , A j ). The only possible nonzeros in this columns are the rows associated with the bubbles in A i and A j . For A = A i or A j , let σ E A be the extension of σ F into Σ (A ) that is defined by (3.8) . Then the submatrix of Q σ P σ 21 restricted to the column associated with σ F and the rows associated with bubbles in A is
By the second block of equations in (3.8), we know that
Thus, (A.12) and therefore the proposition follow.
The rest of this section are some lemmas that lead to the key commutative property (3.13 
Proof. Since D +1 = (P u ) T D P σ = Q u D P σ , proving (A.13) is equivalent to prove that,
Our goal is to show (A.14) by considering rows corresponding to one aggregate at a time. In the aggregate A , Q u is simply (cf. (3.5))
Consider partitions of P σ and Q σ based on trace extensions and bubbles (cf. (3.12) and (A.10))
By construction, the restriction of
if σ i is a bubble. This observation and the orthogonality of the columns of P u,A imply that 
For the trace extension part, first note that by Lemma A.1 and the hypothesis of the current lemma, we can take Q ,P V σ,F in the definition of PV-trace projections for faces F ⊆ ∂E +1 (A ) to be (cf. Remark A.1)
Next, note also that the only relevant coarse edge dofs for the aggregate A are the trace extensions σ T E F associated with boundary faces of A , F ⊆ ∂E +1 (A ). Moreover, by definition (3.8), each σ T E F satisfies
Because of (3.9) and (A.3), the constant c A is exactly Proof. By the assumption and noticing that L N (A i ) is symmetric positive semi-definite, we know 1 N (A i ) is an eigenvector of (3.2) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue λ = 0. Recall that our algorithm picks the eigenvectors associated with the small eigenvalues, so 1 N (A i ) is always selected. After restricting 1 N (A i ) to A i , we get 1 A i . As SVD only removes linear dependence, 1 A i remains in the range of P u,A i .
Lemma A.5. On level ≥ 0, for any aggregate of vertices B , we have (D B ) T 1 B = 0. Furthermore, if B is connected, then Null (D B ) T = Span 1 B .
Proof. We will show the lemma by induction on . When = 0, for any aggregate B 0 , (D 0 B 0 ) T is an incidence matrix of which each row has exactly 2 non-zero entries; one is 1 and the other is -1. Clearly, the constant vector 1 0 B 0 is in Null (D 0 B 0 ) T . Moreover, if B 0 is connected, 1 0 B 0 is the only vector spanning Null (D 0 B 0 ) T . Thus, the lemma holds when = 0. Now suppose the lemma is true on level . Our goal is to show that the lemma is also true on level + 1.
Consider an aggregate B +1 on level + 1, which by definition is a set of level-( + 1) vertices (or equivalently level-aggregates): B +1 = {A i }. Let P u,B +1 be the block diagonal matrix
By the induction hypothesis and Lemma A.4,
If B +1 is connected, since each A i is a connected aggregate of level-vertices, B +1 can also be viewed as a connected aggregate of level-vertices. Thus, by the induction hypothesis and Lemma A.3,
The above set inclusion relation and (A.25) imply Null (D +1 B +1 ) T = Span 1 +1 B +1 . B. Another choice of PV trace. In this section, we provide an alternative way to construct a PV trace σ P V F on each face F = (A i , A j ) that satisfies (3.7). Let A F := A i ∪ A j . Define
Then consider the following local problem defined on A F (i.e., take B = A F in (3.1)):
Note that by Lemma A.5, Null (D A F ) T = Span 1 A F and 1 A F T g F = 0, so (B.1) is solvable. The actual PV trace is taken as the restriction of the solution σ P V
